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WHAT'S WHAT









Nappies can be washed with household laundry. Opt for light colours if worried about potential

colour run onto your reusables & smaller items are better than large, when combining with household

laundry. (Eg. Bed linen and towels can hinder the agitation).

 

Washing:

Cold water doesn’t really cut it for cloth. 

We recommended 40-60 degrees for your reusables to best strip soiled fibres. 

Run separate PRE-WASH cycle 30-60mins & MAIN cycle 2-3hr. Run your two cycles back-to-back Day

2 or 3... OR Rinse cycle day 2 + Main cycle Day 4 (dry-pail in between). 

Depending on load size & whether loads shared with household laundry, may impact which timeframe

above suits. (Removal of/hand-rinsing where needed for solids).

 

Dry-Pailing:

This is an open & airy storage solution for soiled reusables in between cloth-removal & laundry day.

Don’t store in a dark or damp space. Avoid pail-liners/bags. 

 

Stain Removal:

Soiling on nappies shouldn’t be the norm with a solid wash routine, however use a stain removal bar if

this does occur.

 

Drying:

Sunlight is ideal and the most environmentally and cost effective way of drying. Dry shells in an airy,

yet shaded spot. Tumble dry suitable for inners (not shells). STRETCH inserts & boosters when wet and

before drying. The extra effort will result in less shrinkage once dried.

 

Do you need to pre-wash nappy shells?

Pre washing your nappy shells is only for hygiene reasons due to the handling of the nappies through

the production cycle and warehouse handling. They can be added to your prewash of insert cycle at

40 degrees.

 

How often do I need to wash my nappies?

We recommend washing your nappies every 2 to 3 days for best results. If you are struggling to fill

your washing machine to the recommended loading amount, you can add in other baby items or

family household laundry to bulk the load.

 

We recommend loading the machine for best agitation and also protection of nappies, to “loosely

full” when dry, which will result in ¾ full when items are wet. Keep this in mind when establishing your

washing routine and what day works best. 

 

A little note on cold washing. 

Cold water is not recommended for a sufficient long-term washing routine for your cloth nappies. Cold

water will not deliver optimum results and can leave your nappies smelling or create ammonia build-

up which can eat away at the natural fibres or break down the laminate lining on the shells. 

 

For top-loaders, we recommend adding hot water via a kettle if you can monitor the temperature and

ensure no higher than 40-60 degrees for the cycles.  

 

For front loaders, you may be able to confirm through your settings that your machine does in fact

allow the machine to create its own hot water internally, even if the machine is not connected to

external hot water.

 

Care Instructions



12-24 Nappy shells

24-30 Inserts

4-8 Boosters depending on night use/heavy wetting. (Wet/colder regions will require more)

How many nappies do I need?

Although cloth nappies are amazing in reducing waste and family expenditure, they are not immortal,

wear and tear can be expected over time and particularly with smaller numbers of nappies in

rotation. Nappies will indeed become the most used and washed items for the first few years of your

child’s life, going through hundreds and hundreds of washes (more for smaller stash sizes). The

general recommendation for using cloth nappies full-time and exclusively over an average 2 year

period, for 1 child (changing every 2-4 hours):

 

How often should I change the nappy?

Cloth nappies are made with completely different materials to disposables. Disposables contain

elements such as synthetic absorbent gels and fibres, making them fast absorbing, unlike natural

fibres like Hemp or Bamboo. So your little one will feel moisture in most cases, which is great as it

simplifies the transition to toilet training, later on.

 

The inserts are designed for day use to absorb soiling. Changing recommended between 2-6 hours.

Unless you have a heavy wetting toddler or are choosing to go longer between changes, you can opt

to add a “Booster”.

 

If you find your little one is leaking and the insert is soaked completely (meaning it is not a fit issue,

but rather the insert has absorbed all it can), then you will either need to change often to match

output. Alternatively, you can boost your nappy with extra layers, such as adding in one of our

Boosters. This will further push out changing time.

 

How long will the nappy last?

The average stash size based on industry norms promotes a healthy number of 24 nappies for full-

time use (shells and inserts). These may be expected to last one child 2 years, or service more children

based on a few factors such as use, washing and care. 

 

What is the best way to store dirty nappies between washes?

Industry standard recommends “dry-pailing” for used cloth nappies. A dry pail is a term used for an

open aired bucket storage system which allows maximum aeration of your items until machine-wash

day. 

 

Can I use salves, balms or creams on my baby when using cloth nappies?

Balms and barrier creams can be used with our cloth nappies. However, you will want to avoid using

balms or creams containing zinc or petroleum unless using a reusable/disposable liner as these balms

will result in residue sticking to the inserts and will reduce absorption.

 

FAQs

https://bareandboho.com.au/products/10-pack-liners-1
https://bareandboho.com.au/products/disposable-bamboo-pack-nappy-liners



